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Named the easiest & most powerful design system on the market 

Design Tools makes the designing of decks, fences, garages and post-frame buildings simple, accurate and 

FAST.  Really fast.  Each of the four Design Tools modules integrate seamlessly to point-of-sale and 

accounting systems (at no cost) so that materials and pricing are specific to your business.  Multiple price 

levels plus adjustable mark-up / margins / gross profit can be applied globally or on individual items.  Design 

Tools is available in network and stand-alone versions and is highly customizable through its open scripting  

language.  Comprehensive training is included in every sale.       

In just minutes, decks of any size, 

uniqueness, or on any slope can be 

created.  Quick and easy revisions, 

built-in engineering codes, and 

economical calculations of materials 

boost efficiency and profitability.  With 

our step-by-step program inclusive of 

pictorial icons, even the most novice 

of user will be designing multi-level 

decks (built to engineered standards 

complete with pricing and plans) the 

very first try.   

 Customize the construction methods to conform to any building code 

 Easy-to-read detailed plans and cut lists boost customer service 

 Design decks with ANY manufacturer’s flooring product or hand-rail 

system 

 For installed sales jobs, detailed labour calculations are easily 

customized 

Create fence designs in modules or by the 

running foot, with fixed post or even 

spacing.  Design with any fencing material 

-wood, vinyl, or chain link with precise 

accuracy– down to the last nail or screw.  

Comprehensive designs ensure that all 

materials are accounted for in the fencing 

job ensuring better service and better 

sales.     

 Quote the fence as bulk materials or pre-assembled modules 

 Calculate all hardware and fittings for gates, including pre-

manufactured 

 Design decks with ANY manufacturer’s flooring product or hand-

rail system 

 3D views of the individual modules or of the entire layout 

- quick & easy 

- a powerful tool 
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Quickly calculate every component of 

the building –including wall framing, 

windows, doors, drywall, roofing, siding, 

insulation, masonry, and more.  Building 

standards for your location can be pre-

set.  And, detailed plans and 3D 

pictures of the garage help instil 

customer confidence and improve 

sales. 

 Speed and simplicity make this the ideal tool to boost sales 

 Up-selling is made easy as additional components can be added 

with the click of a button 

 Comparisons between material and/or method costs are a snap 

Imagine... designing a basic four-sided 

post-frame building with multiple doors 

and windows in under  4 minutes, 

including all drawings, parts list, and 

pricing.  With the Luxwood system it’s a 

reality.  Find out what so many 

successful post-frame contractors and 

suppliers already know… find out more 

about Luxwood’s Post-Frame Design.   

 Built-in engineering assists the designer in choosing preferable 

material and construction methods for each job’s location 

 The click of a button produces full reports, including a bill of 

materials, pricing, shipping lists, and more 

 Detailed material calculations insure accuracy 

 Large architectural standard drawings can be produced on any 

Windows compatible large format printer or plotter 

 Print drawings to scale, include title block, add notes/text, and save 

in multiple formats for publishing or sending as e-mail attachments  
“Since 1996, we have had a great 

relationship with Luxwood.  We have 

found Luxwood to be a company of 

integrity, outstanding work-ethic, and 

tremendous knowledge and 

innovation.  The Deck, Garage, Post

-Frame & Fence Design Tools are 

the best I have seen, and I have 

seen them all.” 

Larry Miller of Exterior Wood   

Design Tools - Fast. Simple. Accurate. Fast. 

(did we already mention fast?) 

888.755.2020 www.luxwood.com 

- the sale’s persons best friend 

- the most complete design system available 
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